Equipment can help disabled drivers conquer roads

Imagine what kind of life you might lead if you lost the physical ability to drive a car. If unable to even board a bus, you’d have to rely on other people to take you to places you needed to go. You’d probably get adept at mooching rides off friends to pick up groceries or visit a doctor. Commuting to a job could present a severe challenge, and spur-of-the-moment trips would be out of the question.

Thousands of disabled people in California face such prospects on a daily basis. However, thanks to the surprising availability of driving aids — collectively referred to as “mobility aids” — many of these folks manage to scoot around in vans and cars in an almost effortless fashion.

“An amazing number of hand controls are put into cars and vans, simply because some people have limited use of their legs,” says John Bates of Emeryville-based Mobility Systems (800-943-7333). “Some people simply can’t move their feet fast enough, so we put in a hand control that works the throttle and brakes. It’s all on one rod. Pull up on it to apply the gas, push down to apply the brakes.”

Bates went on to explain other modifications to cars that make them easier to drive for individuals who were born with disabilities and those who have recently become disabled because of an illness or accident.

“Some people don’t have the strength to turn the steering wheel, or they don’t have the range of motion in their wrist to make a full 360-degree sweep,” says Bates. “Once we mount a spinner knob, they can keep their hand in one position and the knob spins the wheel.”

The ability of today’s driving systems to meet the needs of disabled drivers hardly ends at rods and spinners, though. “We are certified to do electronic driving control systems, where you can have full control of your vehicle, including steering, from a joystick,” says Terry Barton, the general manager of the Ability Center in Stanton (714-890-8282). “We even have voice command modules to assist with secondary driving controls such as air conditioning, heating, and radio.

“We often work in conjunction with independent driving rehab evaluators,” continues Barton. “What happens is that a recently injured person will visit an evaluator, who will give them a list of needed equipment, and then we build a vehicle around those parameters.”

One such qualified evaluator is Sandra Okada, an occupational therapist at the Driving Program at Rancho Los Amigos Hospital in Downey (562-401-7081).

displays the Allview Mirror that helps drivers who have trouble turning their neck to check traffic.

“We train people with physical disabilities and help determine what is the most appropriate mobility aid for them,” says Okada. “The most important thing is for the driver to get evaluated by a hospital-based program because we can’t try out different equipment, as well as teach them compensatory techniques. For example, if their reaction time is a little slow, we caution them to allow more space between cars.”

“We see a lot of geriatric patients too,” continues Okada. “Their children will bring them in because they are worried about their decreasing driving skills. Someone who is very hypotonic (severe bending of the upper back) might only need positioning pillows. Some have arthritis in their neck, and they might just need mirrors. It makes them safer on the road.”
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